PUBLISHING

Sprinklr Social Publishing
Is your brand becoming a publishing powerhouse faster than you can handle?
Is real-time content marketing an integral and critical component of your social
strategy?
How do you manage the scale and complexity of global publishing? Can you
orchestrate hundreds of content producers, media types, social profiles, approvals,
compliance rules and scheduling needs from one simple central hub?
Sure you can. With Social Publishing.

Today 3:18pm

so why do you guys use Social
Publishing?
Today 3:20pm

our brand's a media publishing house
nowadays. no other way to share, deploy
and orchestrate all this content across
markets, divisions and locations using
our old methods
Today 3:24pm

no kidding. this stuff is really powerful
i guess?
Today 3:29pm

totally. centralized planner, super-fast
wizard interface, collaboration features,
governance, geo-targeting, integration with
our CMS, and support for all sorts of rich
multimedia content. it's a powerhouse!
Today 3:30pm

Publisher is integrated with SAM to push content across
multiple channels.

wow. and no one else has this?
Today 3:33pm

not that we found. nothing so easy
and quick to use, so real-time and so
integrated. everyone's on it working
together it's awesome.
Today 3:34pm

nice - which platform is this again?
Today 3:35pm

Sprinklr.com - want an intro?
Today 3:36pm

Yes please :)
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Centralized planner facilitates collaboration and automated scheduling.

PUBLISHING
YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
1

How many social networks do you support?
We give you the following social networks, with automatic
text length and content formatting for each channel as
needed:
Twitter • Facebook • YouTube • LinkedIn • Google+ • Tumblr
• Instagram • SlideShare • Flickr • WordPress • Sina Weibo •
Tencent Weibo • RenRen • Gowalla • Foursquare • VK

2

What content types can I publish?
You can deploy text posts, photos, photo albums,
documents, links and videos.

3

Can I suggest and re-use content across my company?
Yes, you will protect your content investment by being
able to suggest, re-use or re-purpose content across
teams, departments, divisions and locations. You can also
suggest content to arbitrarily large numbers of users via
the Group feature.

4

Can I enforce compliance across the organization?
Social Publishing is closely integrated with Social
Governance, our platform-wide compliance engine. So
you can model and enforce compliance rules, manage
risk and create audit trails with full roles and permissions
integration and multi-tiered approval workflows.

5

Yes. The centralized Planner is a collaborative editorial
calendar meant to be used across teams to orchestrate
complex content deployments.
10

What if I need canned message templates?
We have those too. Templates are objects in the Social
Asset Manager and can be used to enforce editorial
guidelines, avoid human error, and make real-time
publishing quicker, easier and safer.

11

Can I use my own URL shortener?
We support Po.st, Bit.ly and Spr.ly but you can also
easily integrate your own custom domain shortener or
white-label our Spr.ly shortener as needed.

12

Can I tag content for tracking purposes?
You bet. Tag posts and messages at will to match your
existing business analytics taxonomies and enrich your
reporting slice and dice capabilities.

Can I automate publishing and post approvals?
Yes. Tight integration with our rules engine and
sophisticated content approval workflow allow for errorfree, fully-compliant, hands-off content publishing.

8

Can I schedule posts and collaborate across teams?

Do you support geo-targeting?
Yes, you can define geo-targeting criteria and use them
when deploying content to Twitter or Facebook, LinkedIn,
and Google+ pages.

7

9

How can I measure my content’s impact on marketing?
We can automatically append metadata to your URLs for
use with Google Analytics, Web Trends, Omniture and
Core Metrics whenever you tag a post or assign it to a
campaign. This makes it seamless and easy to measure
content publishing impact on your overall marketing
efforts.

6

Seamless integration with social asset manager for maximum content
re-use and sharing.

13

Can I preview posts real quick to make sure they’re ok?
Yes, we have live preview to let your teams peek at what
an actual post will look like before they pull the trigger.
Better safe than sorry!

Can I integrate with my existing CMS?
Preserving your CMS investment and adoption is a great
idea. And we may already support integration with your
CMS back-end. If not, we should talk.
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14

Can I fire and forget posts with auto scheduling?
Our convenient automatic scheduler takes yet another
worry off your team’s plate by allowing them to safely
and reliably pre-schedule content deployments.

